


rayen felt warm, and down to the river  
   the small girl walked along the narrow trail
between copihues and hualles, 
lenga, podocarpus and hazel, pehuenes 
         and roble beeches crossed her path...



she took off her clothes and submerged her 
fragile body into the crystalline waters of 
this torrent of life.

while she swam, 
an enormous blue serpent 
emerged from the water’s depth.

Rayen felt un-
easy before the 
serpent, who had 
a grave sadness 
in its gaze, like 
sorrow in its  

   eyes:



“who are you?” the girl asked it.
“i am kalfuvilu, the spirit of this river.”

“and why do you cry?” rayen asked again.

“it is a sad story, but if you want i can tell 
it to you...”

“yes, i do want that,” said the small one
who, sitting upon a warm rock, 
warmed her body in the sun.





...but now... now pain 
f loods the valley, those 
who come now do not listen to the 
voice of the forest, they are deaf 
and blind,

in their hearts there is not love,
they only want to annihilate everything 
with their dark objective...”

“i don’t understand, kalfuvilu. 
who are they? 
what are they like? 
what do they want?...”



“rayen, you know well who 
they are: they come with 
machinations, with sugar- 
coated lies, they annihilate  
the forest and kill the  
river, they set up cages  
in the current, they  
introduce vermin,

they darken the  
waters...
they rob its life,  
killing the heart  
of the land.”



rayen was disconcerted before the 
imminent truth. it was clear: down-
river the current dissappeared 
into a metal tube and reappeared 
hundreds of yards beyond, weak and 
lifeless. another river, this one’s 
brother, had in its entrails some 
foreign f ish that were then trans-
ferred to the sea where these small 
invaders would grow, the life would 
disappear and the river would take 
on a horrible stench.

uphill the forest was devastated by un-
scrupulous men who killed the old and 
millennial trees, in the name of prog-
ress and work.

rayen knew that the serpent was 
right, that its sorrow was also her 
own...

that day rayen heard the voice of the 
forest and understood its sorrow...



the serpent submerged itself in 
the depth of the waters and from 
the rock rayen gazed as its blue 
tears disappeared downriver...

that day, the small girl and the 
spirit of the forest were one, 
the message was clear...

rayen swore then to defend the 
forest from its enemies forever...

because rayen too  
was the spirit of the forest.





“and my actions upon 
sleeping are aimed
so that on waking in the 
morning, i will break 
with routine and in indi-
vidual action with a chest 
of stone, swelled by the 
destruction of this and 
any society...

do me a favor: ensure that 
anarchy lives”

mauricio morales

       From Mapudungún:
  Rayén = f lower
Kalfuvílu = blue serpent



What I’m saying is that every day we are more distant from wild nature,  
domesticated from childhood to the idea of the clock and to civilization...

Mauricio Morales

Translation by War On Society




